
Egyptian BioGeometry:  
Key Methods to Activate, Broadcast, and Balance Energetic Fields 

 with Dr. Robert Gilbert 
Our guest speaker Dr. Gilbert was the first non-Egyptian ever granted instructor status in BioGeometry, 
and has taught this rare science for over 15 years.  Join us for a fascinating journey from the 
knowledge of Ancient Egypt, China, and Europe to modern BioGeometry methods which optimize the 
energy fields which create and guide all life functions. 

Topics include: 
* The Lost Energy Science used in Ancient Egypt, China, India, Europe and other great cultures. 
* The Communication Code used to Instruct and Direct Natural Forces in Egypt. 
* How Geometric Shapes manifest powerful subtle energy effects (and how ancient traditions used 
these "shape-caused waves"). 
* BioGeometry methods to test and balance toxic sources in the home and office (Electro-Magnetic 
Fields, Geopathic Gridlines, toxic materials etc.) -- and how these methods differ from most other 
modern systems. 
* Balancing the Brain Hemispheres with specific Vibrational Qualities (and how this can potentially 
balance specific detrimental energies in homes, offices, and other locations). 
* The powerful effects of combining Geometric Shape with Natural Material vibrations. 
* How Directionality affects the strength or weakness of different energy systems in the human body (a 
crucial principle which is unknown to most healing systems). 
* Practical methods to directly detect and apply the full range of invisible vibrations which affect human 
life (secrets of the "Universal Vibrational Spectrum"). 
* Latest Developments in Egyptian BioGeometry (from the 2019 BioGeometry Conference with founder 

Dr. Ibrahim Karim of Cairo). 

This is Dr. Gilbert's only public presentation on BioGeometry for this entire year. 

Robert J. Gilbert Ph.D. is the founder and Director of the Vesica Institute for Holistic 
Studies, located in the Blue Ridge Mountains of North Carolina.  Dr. Gilbert has 
thousands of students from all over the world who attend his Live and Online trainings.
Dr. Gilbert is known for his ability to take in vast amounts of diverse information and 
present it in a clear, concise, easily understandable form which empowers his students 
to directly apply powerful techniques. https://vesica.org 
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